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Deep, ethereal harmonies that narrate a world most of us experience every night. Another ambient

excursion by electro-acoustic composer, Deosil. 10 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, ELECTRONIC:

Soundscapes Details: "Dreams are a reservoir of knowledge and experience, yet they are often

overlooked as a vehicle for exploring reality. In the dream state our bodies are at rest, yet we see, hear,

move about, and are even able to learn. When we make good use of the dream state, it is almost as if our

lives were doubled: instead of a hundred years, we live two hundred." - Tarthang Tulku, Tibetan Buddhist

lama Lucid dreaming is a term that describes the experience of knowing that, while you are dreaming,

you are able to interact within the dream and experience sounds, colors, and sensory percetion, and you

are able to fully recall everything you've experienced. It is a widely studied subject by scientists and sleep

therapists and is the basis for Deosil's fourth album. He has chosen to explore the elusive world of the

dream state and continues his journey by using his trademark deep, ethereal sounds, ambient grooves,

and meditational harmonies. The music returns to a more subdued sound reminiscent of his first release

"Beyond This Plane Of Existence." Using his own experiences of lucid dreaming, the creation of this

album was a labor of love and marks the first time he has collaborated with a vocalist. This album has

already been hailed as Deosil's best and Other Realm Music is proud to present "Lucid Dreaming" to

everyone. The mission behind Other Realm Music, Deosil's own private label, is to heal people by using

the therapeutic qualities in his electronic and acoustic music. Two years after establishing Other Realm

Music, Desoil has dontated his time to local charity events, worked with hypnotherapists, his music is

used by reiki instructors, played in yoga studios, and is featured in meditation circles in his hometown

area. _______________________________________ "In the sonic ambient or spacemusic category one

of my favorite artists is Deosil. His compositions are mellow, trancing, and meditative, with an

ever-shifting complexity which is quite satisfying to the attentive ear, the connoisseur of astral melodies." -

James Bean, Portland, Maine
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